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Holocaust parody at UCT ‘intended to offend Jews’
By Tali Feinberg
South African Jews were horrified this week at the erection of a deeply offensive sculpture on the University of Cape Town (UCT) campus on 2 April...
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Beit Emanuel, one of the country’s largest and oldest Progressive synagogues, is reeling after its former rabbi was expelled over sexual harassment allegations. Israeli-born Rabbi Sa’ar...
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						Mila Ben David					

						Professor Kim Berman					

						Rodney Berman					

						Dr Penelope Bernstein - Ampath Trust					

						Jodi	Bieber - Photographer 					

						Gabriella 	Blumberg - Sanktuary Films					

						Professor Ryan Blumenthal - University of Pretoria					

						Jesse Clegg					

						Barry Cohen					

						Shihan Malcolm Dorfman - Dorfman Karate					

						Shaun Duvet - Festival curator, club owner, entertainment entrepreneur and a spinner of fine records.					

						Liza	Essers - Goodman Gallery					

						Howard  Feldman - Talk show host					

						Michael Fridjhon - Wine Wizard 					

						Joseph Gerassi - Redhill School					

						Sharon Glass - Sharon Glass Chef					

						Charles Goldstuck - Hitco Entertainment					

						Raymond Hack					

						Claudine Herman - Jittery Citizens					

						Bernard Jay - Theatre Producer					

						Glen	Josselsohn - Glen Josselsohn Art					

						Kathy Kaler - ChaiFM					

						Jonathan  Klein - Getty Images 					

						David Kramer - Singer 					

						Ari Kruger - Tali Babes Diaries 					

						Adam Levy					

						Moshe Lichtenstein - The Chupa Band					

						Stan Matthews - Supersport United FC					

						Lance Metz - Seven Summits					

						Colin Nathan					

						Anthony Orelowitz	- Paragon Architects 					

						Dan 	Patlansky					

						Ryan Peimer - Flash Forward Productions					

						John Perlman - Radio 702					

						Daniel Popper	- Daniel Popper Studios					

						David Ribeiro					

						Jonathan Samson					

						Lorri Strauss	Sharon Wagner - Locked Upside Down					

						Janet Suzman - London actress					

						Laurice Taitz-Buntman - Johannesburg in your Pocket					

						Moira Valkin - Wanderers Warriors Soccer Club					

						Daniel Zimbler	 - Tali Babes Diaries 					

						Jodi	Zulberg - Athlete					


		Select the person you would like to vote for
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				Europcar Women in Leadership Award			
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	Full Name *
	
					




	Email *
	
					




	Tel *
	
					




	Vote For *
	
		

						Dr Penelope Bernstein (Ampath)					

						Ann	Bernstein	(Centre for Development and Enterprise)					

						Michelle Brown (Brown's PR)					

						Galit	Cohen (Ripples for Change)					

						Gaby Farber (Political Activist)					

						Gina	Flash (Mensch)					

						Linda Greenwall (Dental Wellness Foundation)					

						Grace Harding	(Ocean Basket)					

						Nadine Hurwitz (GripIt refuse bags)					

						Robyn Kramer (My Abby)					

						Rabbi Julia Margolis (Beit Luria Synagogue)					

						Ann	Nurock (Relationship Audits and Management))					

						Corinne Ossendryver (Jewish Interactive)					

						Deena Pitum (Jawitz Properties)					

						Lauren Segal (Constitutional Hill Trust)					

						Advocate Carol Steinberg					

						Claudine Ullman (Jittery Citizens/Comedian and Mrs South Africa)					

						Stephanie Weil (Miss South Africa Organiser)					


		Select the person you would like to vote for
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				Absa Business Leadership Award and Absa Professional Excellence			
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	Full Name *
	
					




	Email *
	
					




	Tel *
	
					




	Vote For *
	
		

						Natacha Berkowitz (City of Cape Town)					

						Prof. Ryan Blumenthal (University of Pretoria/Forensic Pathology Services)					

						Hanan Bushkin (The Anxiety and Trauma Clinic)					

						Judge Dennis Davis					

						Prof. Wayne Derman (Stellenbosh University)					

						Grace Harding	(Ocean Basket)					

						Richard Hirsch	(Peresec Prime Brokers)					

						Fred	Kadish (Fremax Farms) 					

						Prof. Brian Kantor (Investec Wealth & Investment International)					

						Robert Leon (RMB)					

						Marc Loon (Kairos School of Inquiry)					

						Rodney Luntz (Broll Property Group)					

						Tiffany Markman (Tiffany Markman Writing, Training & Speaking)					

						Steven Nathan (10X Investments)					

						Mark Oppenheimer	(Johannesburg Bar Advocate)					

						Prof. Bernardo Rapoport	(The Medical Oncology Centre of Rosebank)					

						Michael Rudnicki (Bowmans)					

						Jordy Sank (Sanktuary Films)					

						Jules Schneid (SIP Project Managers (Pty) Ltd)					

						Prof. Roy Shires (Chris Hani Baragwanath Academic Hospital & University of the Witwatersrand)					

						Dr Dina Simmons Gulan (Orthopaedic Surgeon. CMJAH)					

						Philip Smith (Super Group Ltd.)					

						Gary	Sudwarts	(The Microsurgery)					

						Romy Waters (Gesher Small Business Relief Fund)					


		Select the person you would like to vote for
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Company


	Full Name *
	
					




	Email *
	
					




	Tel *
	
					




	Vote For *
	
		

						Jonathan Ayache (Lift Airways)					

						Jonathan Blackburn (IMED Distributors)					

						Greg Blend, Justin Blend and Grant Friedman (Africrest)					

						Joanne Civin (FlavourPro)					

						Sebastian Cohen (Growise Capital)					

						Ronit and Ariel Garber (2.0 Strength and Fitness)					

						Nadine Hocter (Sheer Bliss)					

						Nadine Hurwitz (GripIt Refuse Bags)					

						Nicholas Ingel (Emet Gyms)					

						Josh Kaplan and Greg Smith (OneSpark)					

						Shalya Katzeff (Shalicious Nails)					

						Robyn Kramer (My Abby)					

						Myron Krost (The Green Side)					

						Jarrid Levitan (Mobile Dent Pro)					

						Darren Meltz (SecretEATS)					

						Neil Meyerowitz (Plush Car Wash)					

						Nila Milner (YGS - Preloved Designer Fashion)					

						Steven Schultz (Momentum)					

						Nevin Sher (Nevin Sher - The Diamond Guy)					

						Matthew Smith (Pineapple)					


		Select the person you would like to vote for
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				Absa Professional Excellence			
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	Tel *
	
					




	Vote For *
	
		

						Jack	Bloom (Democratic Alliance)					

						Professor Lucille Blumberg (Deputy-Director: Division for Public Health Surveillance and Response, NICD)					

						Graham Cassel (Dr GA Cassel)					

						Howard Feldman and Dr Anton Meyberg (Synthesis Podcast)					

						Lisa Hayden 						

						Dr Melinda Suchard (Centre of Vaccines and Immunology at NICD)					


		Select the person you would like to vote for
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	Tel *
	
					




	Vote For *
	
		

						Natacha Berkowitz (City of Cape Town)					

						Prof. Ryan Blumenthal (University of Pretoria/Forensic Pathology Services)					

						Hanan Bushkin (The Anxiety and Trauma Clinic)					

						Judge Dennis Davis					

						Prof. Wayne Derman (Stellenbosh University)					

						Grace Harding	(Ocean Basket)					

						Richard Hirsch	(Peresec Prime Brokers)					

						Fred	Kadish (Fremax Farms) 					

						Prof. Brian Kantor (Investec Wealth & Investment International)					

						Robert Leon (RMB)					

						Marc Loon (Kairos School of Inquiry)					

						Rodney Luntz (Broll Property Group)					

						Tiffany Markman (Tiffany Markman Writing, Training & Speaking)					

						Steven Nathan (10X Investments)					

						Mark Oppenheimer	(Johannesburg Bar Advocate)					

						Prof. Bernardo Rapoport	(The Medical Oncology Centre of Rosebank)					

						Michael Rudnicki (Bowmans)					

						Jordy Sank (Sanktuary Films)					

						Jules Schneid (SIP Project Managers (Pty) Ltd)					

						Prof. Roy Shires (Chris Hani Baragwanath Academic Hospital & University of the Witwatersrand)					

						Dr Dina Simmons Gulan (Orthopaedic Surgeon. CMJAH)					

						Philip Smith (Super Group Ltd.)					

						Gary	Sudwarts	(The Microsurgery)					

						Romy Waters (Gesher Small Business Relief Fund)					


		Select the person you would like to vote for
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